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State of NM
Forum News

To donate to NM, click here.

Treasured Moments of NM

You can check out the entire thread here.

Meh, I've always been into and for better technology, 
especially greener technology that can be just as effective 
economically. 
 
Discuss anything to do with greener/more advanced tech 
transportation here. ~San Goku 
 
Two hurdles right now with hydrogen fuel cells: 
 
Huge platinum catalysts.  
 
Hydrogen isn't cheap. People don't want a more 
expensive alternative [fuels]. Promote clean energy via 
economic incentive? Maybe they can do this, but not yet.
 ~krozar 
 
Transporter rooms are the way of the future. Moving 
thousands of miles in mere seconds. The only problem is 
figuring out how to convert matter into light and correctly 
reassemble it. ~CLAY 
 
Let me say this simply: construction and architecture 
affect the environment A LOT more than transportation, 
and, unlike cars, buildings stay up and are used for 
decades. ~X2thaU 
 
Public transport is an immediate partial fix. Certainly, in 
most of the UK, it is a reasonable solution. It simply isn't 
practical in a lot of places, and in the US, things are 
spread out more, but carpooling, etc. works. ~Mongor 
 

Speak like Yoda we will  
 

~Kakashi 
 

Member of the Month
Insin 

Greener Transportation

This month we'd like to acknowledge Insin for his 
contributions to the Debates, General Discussion, 
Literature, and Lounge sections as well as his contributions
throughout the Naruto and Bleach Mania community. A 
longtime member, Insin has continually added mature, 
thoughtful, and friendly posts throughout the forums as 
well as been an important part of sections like the 
Literature section's growth. Congratulations and thank you, 
Insin - your contributions have certainly made Naruto and 
Bleach Mania a better place! 
 

Taken from In This Thread

 Luckily, this month’s State of NM article will be short as the state of Naruto and Bleach Mania appears fine and 
dandy. It was a calm month. Though donations were still needed, especially as the server bill came in; the red text we are 
all too familiar with has once more dissipated as if it were never there.  It is then safe to assume that donations did go 
through and the community is safe and steady once more.  
 
 Though I do think it’s adequate to thank those members who donated to the forums; we never really get to know 
who they are, but without their support the forums would be in a lot of water. It’s also important to keep in mind that this 
forum is held together by its members, and a donation to Naruto and Bleach Mania is a contribution to the forums on a 
whole, a vital one that the community needs. So, thank you to the members who donated to keep the forums up and 
please consider donating at least once to our community if you are able to and wish to contribute to keeping our great 
forums alive.   

http://www.narutomania.com/forums/payments.php
http://www.narutomania.com/forums/general-discussion-news/boy-becomes-father-age-13-a-102674.html
http://www.narutomania.com/forums/member.php?u=1625
http://www.narutomania.com/forums/treasure-chest/thread-34523.html
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Members Views: Location?
By 4thseal

M y family is here . My kids and my wife. T hat is fa r 
and away the best  thing about where I l ive. T he wor st  
thing about i t is tha t it  isn't the  UK. I miss the  footbal l, 
I miss the  comedy. I miss Top Gear, fish and chips, 
curry, and a cold pint in the pub. It  is more than 
com pensation to be w ith my fam ily, but , obviously, at  
times it  would be grea t to be  back in the UK. 
~M ongor , location - not specified  
 
 
Best:  The wea ther. Seriously, never goes be low 40°F 
here , and even then only one or two weeks a year. 
Second best  would be the  beach and the  girls. 
 
Worst:  Traffic. It's horrible. Things a re very fa r away 
so you drive a  lot, and the people he re are  dumb***es 
driving. ~Moria, location - Miami 
 
Dude, it 's Dutchland, bro. We have  sex, drugs, and s**t
for a c lim ate .  
 
Rock, Roll, Rinse, and Repea t. ~Ravi, location - 
Netherlands 
 
Best:  Cleaner air, family, friends, none  of you f** kers, 
weather. Eve rything I've  ever known is here . 
 
Worst:  The idiotic people and drivers, weathe r. 
 
It can snow six inches one day, and you can wear 
shorts outside on the next  ~Clay,  
Location - G eorgia 
 

Read more about member’s location:  here.

Members’ Views 

NJ has many good things about it... 
 
1) NJ has a full winter/summer, and the distinction between 
the remaining seasons is very clear. 
2) NJ has very few bugs. This may not seem important, but it 
is vital to my happiness. 
3) NJ residents have a generally high socioeconomic status. 
4) NJ residents don't waste their time being nice to one 
another. 
5) NJ drivers are the best in the nation, aside from maybe the 
good people of VA. 
6) NJ schools are the best in the nation. 
7) You can drive from the top to the bottom of NJ and back 
easily within a day. 
8) NJ has Atlantic City. 
9) USA women brush their teeth on a regular basis. ~ o({})o, 
Location - New Jersey 
 
I live in Hawaii, therefore, this place > your place. 
 
Seriously, though, the only thing that I could want are more 
things to hunt here and consistent snow on the mountains, but 
other then that, the temperature is always perfect. I can go to 
the beach whenever I want, and the water is clear and clean. I 
see the sun for most of the year, and the air is incredibly 
clean here. 
 
Suck it. ~superbob, Location - Hawaii  
 

Naruto and Bleach Mania is a unique place with both our forums and members unique and different in many ways from 
other internet communities. One way in which our community is unique is its diversity - members come from many parts
of the world, brought together to form this great community. Here are what some members thought about the places in 
which they live 

Weekly Writing Contest
The Literature and Creative Writing Section holds a writing contest where a new winner and topic are chosen weekly. 

This competition is open to any form of writing, but carries a five-hundred word count limit. 

Week 81: Insin Week 82: kai0x
Week 83: batman555 Week 84: Insin

To view all the past Weekly Writing Contest winners, click here. 

http://www.narutomania.com/forums/contests/weekly-writing-contest-81-a-102753.html
http://www.narutomania.com/forums/literature-creative-writing/weekly-writing-contest-archive-73937.html
http://www.narutomania.com/forums/contests/weekly-writing-contest-84-a-103233.html
http://www.narutomania.com/forums/contests/weekly-writing-contest-83-a-103069.html
http://www.narutomania.com/forums/general-discussion-news/members-views-best-worst-thing-about-your-location-103256.html
http://www.narutomania.com/forums/contests/weekly-writing-contest-82-a-102937.html
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Suggested Threads
The Official Recommend Me a Laptop Thread 

 
Summary: Due to the high volume of threads in the 
Computer and Technology section asking for help with 
finding a laptop, this thread was created as a resource 
for any member looking for a good laptop for 
themselves or those they know. In this thread, members 
can provide specifics into the type of laptop they are 
looking for, their budget, the laptop's intended purpose, 
as well as other desired specs. The friendly and helpful 
members of the Computer and Technology section are 
always more than willing to throw in their two cents, 
and, thus, members can find a lot of help and feedback 
as they search for the right laptop for them, often a 
difficult task to go about alone. Needless to say, if you 
are looking into buy a laptop in the near future, this 
thread is a must see! 

Buckets Reloaded 
 

Summary:  With this legendary Lounge thread reaching 
another milestone - its 200,000th post, it is well worth 
mentioning once more. This thread’s purpose, according to 
its founder Fresh1, is ‘to provide a new posting experience.’ 
During this time, many members have participate in the new 
‘posting experience,’ which, in all honesty, can be compared 
to downing beers at Cheers (where everyone knows your 
name), as well as becoming a cornerstone of the infamous 
Lounge section. While members may be hesitant to post in 
the thread initially, it is safe to say that many members have 
spent time in Buckets throughout its time. So check this 
thread out - there are always laughs to be had and friends to 
be made, and who knows you may help provide a new 
posting experience! 

You can check out the entire thread here. You can check out the entire thread here.

Located in the General Anime and Manga forums, the Fanclubs Section offers members a great way to come together and 
celebrate or even worship their favorite anime or manga character. Members with 500 posts can start a fanclub thread on a 
certain character or group becoming its owner; members with 300 posts can became co-owners of a fanclub as well. 
Fanclub owners are responsible for helping new members to the fanclub orient themselves as well as promoting fanclub 
contests and other activities. Fanclub co-owners can be just as vital to a fanclub's success as owners, as they provide 
essential backup for the owner and the club as a whole. In the main Fanclubs section, members with enough posts can start 
a thread on any manga/anime or its characters, groups, and so on. There are also two Fanclub subsections - one focusing on 
Naruto, the other on Bleach; both sections contain a variety of fanclubs based on these exciting series. Fanclubs are a great 
way to meet other members who share passion for the same characters as you - there is also a friendly atmosphere in 
general in the section, one of camaraderie that is not as predominant as in other sections. Best of all, joining a fanclub is as 
easy as simply posting and asking to join. So check the Fanclubs section out and discover your inner fanboy or fangirl! 

Get to know the Fanclubs Section

Forum Exploration

Review the Last Movie You Watched 
 
Summary: Are you a movie buff? Did the last movie you see make you want to tell the world how great or awful it 
was? Then stop by this fun thread, which allows members to post their thoughts on the last movie they watched. The 
format is loose, allowing members to give brief reviews or longer, more in-depth analysis of the last movie their eager 
eyes watched. This thread is also the perfect thread to look if you are wondering what people thought of movies you are 
thinking of checking out as to compare and discuss your thoughts on a movie with other members. So take a deep 
breath, think back to that last movie you saw, then head over to this thread to let the community know what you think! 

You can check out the entire thread here.

http://www.narutomania.com/forums/computers-technology-games/official-recommend-me-laptop-pc-thread-96391.html
http://www.narutomania.com/forums/lounge/buckets-reloaded-43437.html
http://www.narutomania.com/forums/music-movies-tv-sport/review-last-movie-you-watched-91398.html
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The Arts and Graphics Section holds weekly signature contests where all gfx’ers are welcome to enter. 
Each week’s winning tag is deemed Signature of the Week. 

Signature of the Week 
Arts & Graphics

A & G Member Showcase 

poony

To view all the past SOTW winners, click here. 

Tummeh

Renzo

SOTW 121: Gutsman

(Photo)

http://www.narutomania.com/forums/graphics-battle-arena/sotw-121-voting-102842.html
http://www.narutomania.com/forums/graphics-battle-arena/sotw-sig-week-winners-13417.html
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Well, this week, the Lounge has taught me that countless essays can easily be 
reduced to a single card 
(http://i217.photobucket.com/albums/cc43/Phantasmagoric11/createcardphp-
1.jpg). I hope this lesson stays with you all as well. Feel free to go back to 
talking about "Wh0 is d@ biggest QT frum d@ Sp/ce Gurlz" now. 
 

Okay, so these weird unknown names pop up everywhere and post 
awkward threads (http://www.narutomania.com/forums/lounge/some-
bad-brains-103255.htm) with only a single Youtube video in it. What’s 
up with that? I mean, I’m guilty as charged (good times) but at least I 
took some time to make sure it one of the raddest f***ing vids around. 
We’re all still trying to get used to Yoshitsune, and that’s probably hard 
enough for all of us. But, okay, back to the things that matter.  
 

Lounge Report

Lounge Report

To go to the Lounge Section, click here. 

It’s funny how people are strange when you’re a stranger. And when you’re a stranger, nobody remembers your name. I 
think it nicely illustrates the large amounts of odd people roaming the Lounge Section as of late. Oldfags stay away, 
honestly, because they’re too lazy to commit to any type of change. Well, for a change, I placed clickables all over the 
text. Whoop-dee? I did it just to prove some people are big enough dweebs to actually go looking for them.  

By Ravi

Ravi has been a member since 2004. He is pretty much a nice guy. Without doing anything productive he manages to hang around NM like a 
piece of friendly wallpaper. His interests range far and wide. We should all be a bit like Ravi. I need a drink... 
 

The weekly Lounge moderators have been shit. Alright, now 
that’s done, back to Yoshitsune. I mean, is it just me, or am I just
somehow lost in translation  
(http://www.flabber.nl/linkdump/video/ondertiteld-ying-yang-
twins-in-mtv-cribs-1344)? I fail to see the lulz 
(http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v247/ravi134/87R.png). 
Makes me want to bang my head on my desk. Like in that 
movie, Quarantine, where that brotha  
(http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v247/ravi134/12246036207
21-1.jpg) totally freaking bashes that zombie's head in with the 
effing camera lens. That s**t was so sweet. Totally rad. Did you 
see that? ‘Cause I totally f***ing did. Denzel and Obama don't 
have s**t on him.  

http://www.narutomania.com/forums/lounge/
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Recently, Representative Driver from Garland and Senator 
Wentworth from San Antonio introduced bills into the Texas House 
and Senate that would permit holders of concealed carry permits to 
carry weapons on college and university campuses. 
 
This legislation is proposed by its authors with the expectation that 
it will prevent the kind of terrible killing spree that resulted in the 
deaths of 33 students at Virginia Tech in 2007.  I believe, however, 
this legislation is based largely on paranoia rather than on a rational 
understanding of gun violence on college campuses. The reality is 
that the kind of spree shootings this legislation proposes to reduce 
are exceedingly rare on college campuses. Over the history of the 
US, only 84 students and faculty have been shot and killed on US 
college and university campuses due to mass murder and/or spree 
shooting attacks. With approximately 70 million Americans over 25 
with 4-year degrees or higher, that makes the odds exceedingly 
rare--over 830,000 to 1 with that conservative estimate. 
 
The question is whether allowing a large number of college 
students, faculty, and staff to carry and store their weapons in 
college dorms, classrooms, and personal vehicles will reduce the 
number of this already extremely rare shooting victim. It seems to 
me the answer is almost certainly - no! Indeed, there is the very real 
probability that sharply increasing the number of guns on college 
campuses will have precisely the opposite result from that intended 
by supporters of this. 
 
Let's remind ourselves that American colleges and universities are 
currently facing an epidemic of student alcohol abuse. According to 
statistics from the National Institute of Health, an estimated 1,700 
college students die each year from alcohol-related incidents; 
approximately 600,000 unintentional alcohol-related injuries occur 
on college campuses every year; 97,000 alcohol-related sexual 
assaults occur on college campuses every year; and there are over 
680,000 alcohol related student assaults at U.S. universities every 
year.  Is it reasonable to believe that putting weapons into the hands 
of college students, 40% of whom admit to binge drinking at least 
twice a week, will reduce the number of killings on college 
campuses? The answer has to be absolutely no! 
 
I am a university student myself and a gun owner who supports the 
Second Amendment. I come to this conclusion by carefully 
weighing the matter. I see this bill as being pushed forward without 
its supporting lawmakers stopping to really consider the 
implications. We cannot allow a suicidal school shooter to cloud 
our judgment. In addition, we cannot allow support of the Second 
Amendment equating to careless headlong legislation. 
 
If lawmakers in Austin are serious about saving lives on college 
campuses, they should spend their time crafting policies focused on 
what's really killing college students in Texas today--drunk driving. 

By Krozar

Krozar has been a member of the forum since May of 2004. He loves to read and relaxes to the cuteness. Krozar wishes for the end of the corrupt 
human species and the domination of the Kawaian beings in the whole universe. 

 Guns and the University 
Opinion
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Mod Interview: Yoshitsune
By Fresh1

NM Exposed:  What is your actual first name and what race are 
you? I've always wondered… 
Yoshi: For those who don't know, my real name is Sami. I once 
used it when I first registered to NM, but that was a long time ago. 
As for my race, it's hard to explain it since I am mixture of many 
races so, to simplify things, I will say Caucasian/Asian. 
 
NM Exposed:  How did you first get into anime/manga and how 
did you discover this site? 
Yoshi: Hmmm…I can't tell exactly when, because I might have 
watched anime but ignored any Japanese-related sites. Well, it all 
started one day when they were airing DBZ on the manga channel 
on TV (a 24/24 anime channel which I still watch it today). I d idn't 
know it was anime yet, but the show looked good (OP, characters, 
etc...), so I got curious to find out what was it about, and I liked it. 
Then I started watching it and searched for more information about 
it. I was, like, 10 years old back then, and in time, I got myself 
introduced to many more (Ranma 1/2, Cobra, Escaflowne, 
Inuyasha, Hunter x hunter, Dig imon, Pokemon, Mew Mew Power, 
Sakura Wars, etc…). 
 
I discovered this website by chance, really...and that's when I was 
examining my wallpapers for artist signs or names where I found 
one with the website name at the bottom. That's how I found about 
this lovely community named Narutomania <3. 
 
NM Exposed: Did you already  have a  disturbing liking for loli 
before really getting into anime/manga? 
Yoshi: I don't think so since I probably didn't know what a loli was. 
XD  
 
NM Exposed:  Would you say your online persona lity reflects 
how you act in real life at all? 
Yoshi: In general, I am extremely positive and persistent with 
everyone, therefore, I feel I can be very calm.  This also depends on  
the situation I am in and the person I am talking to...basically, it 
only reflects part of [my real life personality]. But in real life what 
matters to me is the first impression. I think you'll never get a 
second chance to make a great first impression, which will form an 
impression of you, your character, your personality, an impression 
that is nearly indelible. 
 
NM Exposed:  What activities do you enjoy doing for fun in 
your free time? 
Yoshi: Martial arts, break dancing, and gymnastics. Those are 
basically my favorite sports that I enjoy doing when I am free. As 
for other stuff, I also like to draw, play v ideo games, cook (;P), read 
magazines, and clothing and modern fashion.  
 

NM Exposed:  Do you work or attend college? If so, tell us about it.
Yoshi: I am currently studying in college or university as some call it - 
[studying] ECE and taking some graphics design courses. As for work, I 
am planning to start part-time jobs at college as soon as I find some free 
time for myself.  
 
NM Exposed:  How is your relationship with your family? 
Yoshi: I get along with everyone. I don't have any conflict with anyone, 
thank God. =] 
 
NM Exposed: Are you involved in any kind of relationship? If so, 
how’s it going or why not? 
Yoshi: I already had many friendly relationships, some which I rejected, 
hence, I experienced a lot on the way for both types (love, friendly). As 
[for being in] a couple, I am still not willing to have one if that's the point 
of the question, not until I fin ish my studies at least. Still, getting into a 
relationship isn't really hard  for me to do, desu. 
 
NM Exposed:  What places are you interested in traveling before you 
die? 
Yoshi: First, Japan, which I planned to go after I graduate from college. 
Then I will do a small tour to America ( North & South), Thailand, China, 
if time lets me do it, and I would also like to meet, for once, friends I got to 
know well from the internet. 
 
NM Exposed: Have you ever been arrested for a crime? And if not, 
what could you see yourself being arrested for? 
Yoshi: Not at all. Well, the word “arrested” here doesn't fit for the 
situations for which I got myself in trouble. This happened once when I 
was in high school during final exams, our teacher caught us cheating; 
thus, we were all given punishment with a failing grade. 
 
NM Exposed:  Do you practice religion at all? 
Yoshi: Yes, I do practice religion like everyone; I am not 100% religionist 
though. 
 
NM Exposed:  Is there anything you would change about your life 
before you die? 
Yoshi: Change? Well, yes, there are some moments in my past life I would 
like to undo. That would have changed things to a better outcome as 
planned...that's all. 
 
NM Exposed:  Can you see yourself active on NM for awhile longer? 
Yoshi: Definitely, I have been here for many years. I rarely got under 50% 
(based on the old activity bar), yet my activity’s still the same until today, 
which I hope it will last, unless NM goes off the internet.  
 

Fresh1 moderates the Battle Arena and Bleach areas of the forum. Despite having a rough start here he has become one of the greatest members to 
ever grace this forum (in his own words). For the most part his online personality reflects his real life one perfectly as he pretty much says what he 
wants. 

“Where there is no extravagance there is no love, and where there is no 
love there is no understanding.” ~Oscar Wilde 
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Member Interview: WaveMaster
By Fresh1

Member Interview

NM Exposed: What is your real first name and where do you 
currently live? 
Wave: My name is Tal and I live in Nahariya, Israel. 
 
NM Exposed: What first sparked your interest in anime/manga
and has it grown or declined over the years? 
Wave: When I think back, I guess it all started  when I first saw 
Samurai Pizza Cats on TV, and I thought it was pretty cool mixing 
up cats, samurai, and pizza, some of my favorite things. 
 
And, no, I still enjoy and love anime just the same. 
 
NM Exposed: You have been a member of this site since ’04. 
Did you ever imagine being as active as you are here today 
when you first joined? 
Wave: To be honest, no, I left the forum for a long period of time 
(almost two years?) when I had a certain  clash with the higher-ups, 
and I thought I won't come back. But, after awhile, I realized I miss 
the people on the forum, and I'm really bored without it. 
 
NM Exposed: Have you made any friends here you could 
consider staying in contact with if the site ever went down? 
Wave: Absolu tely. I 've met a lot of amazing people on the forum 
during my stay here. Some of them even turned out to be people 
I'm planning on meeting in real life in the future, and I've already 
started sav ing money for my USA trip and on the way I'm planning 
on meeting some of them.  
 
NM Exposed: Do you work or attend school? If so, where do 
you work or what are you studying? 
Wave: I'm currently attending school and working at the same time.
I work as co-manager in a gaming/computer store and usually just 
sit on my chair and play random idiotic games online un til my shift 
is up. And in school, I 'm currently studying game design and 
computer graphics. 
 
NM Exposed: Are there any hobbies or activities you like to do 
in your free time? 
Wave: My life consists of games, anime, and my girlfriend. I 
usually spend most of my free time with my girlfriend when she's 
here. (I lucked out and she likes anime and gaming, too, so  it works
out great!) And when I'm alone, I just fa...I mean play some PS3 
and watch random old shows (currently watching Fist of the North 
Star).  
 
NM Exposed: What kind of relationship do you have with your 
family? 
Wave: It's good, I guess. My mom and I are pretty tight. I've grown 
up with her supporting me and  helping me in every way she can, 
and I love her for that. My dad, sister, and brother are...let's just say 
a little different from me in everything they do. 
 

NM Exposed: Are you religious much? 
Wave: Not really. I don't believe in God or any higher power. I like to 
think that we were all created from monkeys that evolved with time. But I 
do like the idea of God. Sometimes, even though I don't believe it, it never 
hurts to hope. 
 
NM Exposed: How is your relationship with your girlfriend? 
Wave: I’m enjoying every minute of it. I'm with my girlfriend for a year 
and a half now. Even though we live three hours train ride from each 
other, we're still together and it has never been better.  
(YES, MARLIE, I HAVE A LIVING, BREATHING GF! AND IT'S NOT
MY HAND! ) 
 
NM Exposed: Now, I don't want to offend you, but does your interest 
in loli ever get you in trouble in real life? You know…you’re walking 
down the street and get caught looking at a little girl a bit too hard? 
=O 
Wave: Haha...I had my share of problems with my love for loli in the past, 
including some more interesting stuff that I will not reveal here. Since 
then, I've learned to keep my loli love hidden from strangers or friends. 
I've gotten enough weird faces from people when they see the stuff I have 
on my computer. 
 
NM Exposed: I understand that you were in the military. How was 
that experience and would you do it again? 
Wave: Hell, no. Being in the army was an experience I've learned a lot 
from. It teaches you a lot about life and taking responsibilities (and war 
tactics and using weapons… but that's just a bonus); the way you're 
treated in the army is disgusting. It's like you belong to them and what you 
want doesn't matter. And what's the worst th ing about it? The food sucks.
 
NM Exposed: Now this next question was requested: if you were 
thrown in prison for ten years, do you think you could hold out or 
would you possibly find yourself turning gay? 
Wave: What a great question...I want to say "For sure! I won't turn gay 
even if they stab me. I'll play it tough and cut them up! "But I'm not a 
prison type of guy (even though I've been to military prison once). I see 
myself doing two things to survive: the first is to be a snitch and just get 
my private cell and never go out until my time it up. Or...I'll just survive 
through gayness (a man's got to  do what a man's got to do). 
 
 NM Exposed: Do you see yourself still being an active member of the 
forums if it lasts another, say, three years? 
Wave: Yes. It's weird to  say this, but NM is somehow my home when it 
comes to the internet. The first thing I do when I open a new browser is to 
come here and lurk. And it's nice to get this feeling, and I've looked for 
this on other forums and websites, but nothing just seems right. 
 
NM Exposed: Do you have any last words for the people reading? 
Nothing gay, please. Well, it can be, we don't judge.  
Wave: Why do people assume I'll write something gay? I'm not that gay. I 
don't really know what to say. I'll use this opportunity to  apologize to 
everyone I've offended when I was a mod back then. And that FD_ and I 
are not BFs, and we do not have gay sex together. (Somehow I really did 
talk about something gay…). 
 

“In wisdom gathered over time I have found that 
every experience is a form of exploration.” ~Ansel 

Adams 
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Graphics Interview: 
ViolinistBAKA

By batman555

Continues on next page...

For this month’s issue, we interviewed the resident yaoi fan artist and aspiring musician ViolinistBAKA. It’s well-known 
that she’s talented with an eye for the hot 2D guys, but there’s more to her than just that. She’s passionate, thoughtful, and 

relatively new to Photoshop. 
 
NM Exposed: Tell everyone your name and where you’re from. 
ViolinistBAKA: Isabella – Southern California, USA. 
 
NM Exposed: Are you currently in school? 
VB: Yes. I originally just planned to be in community college for general ed[ucation classes]. I want to be a professional violinist in any way, 
shape, or form (though a solo concert violinist would be my dream, of course). 
 
NM Exposed: What music schools have you applied to? 
VB: I applied to New England Conservatory, Manhattan Conservatory, Julliard, and one in LA called Colburn. 
 
NM Exposed: How long have you been drawing? 
VB: I've been off and on drawing since around the time the Naruto anime was just getting to the chuunin exams. So what is that…a few decades? 
XD. I started drawing anime-styled things because I was enamored with  a lot of Japanese fanart of Yu-Gi-Oh!. So I thought, "I can do this!" and 
drew a chibi Yugi and thought it was good. It was absolute crap.  
 
NM Exposed: How would you describe your artistic style? 
VB: I never have enough time to draw consistently. I draw for a couple of months, then I suddenly get busy and have to stop drawing for months 
on end. And every time I stop for awhile, my drawing style kind of morphs on its own. I used to have a sort of realistic-ish style, but, lately, I've 
had a tendency to draw in a regular sort of anime/manga style much like what I see in the manga I read most (yaoi >>). 
 
NM Exposed: Who do you look up to artistically? 
VB: There are a whole bunch of awesome artists on DeviantART who I admire, but, artistically, the top ones are endling and NM forum's own 
artist idol: LMP. I used to honestly be aiming to better than her, but her artistic scope is way beyond mine, seriously.  
 
NM Exposed: Is there anything artistically that you want to do but haven’t done yet? 
VB: [There are] so many pictures that I either don’t have the time to draw or don’t have the ability to draw. Though if I were to describe just 
three… 
 

1. I want to make an original music video to go with “Apologize” by One Republic/Timbaland. The story is two lovers (guys) at the 
beginning who are standing on top of a high-rise building in  an argument about one cheating. The other pushes him off the building and 
the rest are flashbacks of their relationship. Until the end when he hits the ground. 

2. I want to draw a gijinka group picture of ice cream boys arranged as a sundae/banana split. 
3. I want to draw a doujinshi depicting a Katekyo Hitman Reborn! fanfic that I adore [titled “Do Clouds Taste like Marshmallows?” 100/69* 

implied , 18/69*, rape, guro, violence]. 
 
NM Exposed: For those who don’t know, what is gijinka? 
VB: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moe_anthropomorphism It’s basically animals  furries and inanimate objects  gijinka. 
 
NM Exposed: What programs do you use for your art? 
VB: I only use Photoshop, but, in all honesty, I’m just learning how to use it. I’ve only utilized the most basic stuff so far. 
 
NM Exposed: Out of all the things you’ve done, what’s your favorite? 
VB: The very first gijinka I did – my alarm clock. I sometimes wonder how the heck I came I came up with that. I can never come up with 
anything quite so nice. 

Graphics Interview
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NM Exposed: What do you think of the arts and graphics section of NM? 
VB: I think that, nowadays, it’s a bit limited. It’s about 90% tags, tags, tags, tags, tags. [The other 10% comprise of] 7% photography, 2% 
coloring, and 1% drawings from what I’ve seen lately. It kind of makes me miss the old days when more people who draw roamed about. 
 
NM Exposed: And what do you think about the forum in general? 
VB: I honestly don't come by NM very much anymore. It's mostly when I wish for critique on something I've drawn (because people give nice, 
straight-up criticism without being asses). So I'm really out of the loop, but it seems to be going on as it always has…random things in the 
Lounge, SOTW, and anime discussions. 
 
NM Exposed: So back to yaoi. What’s your favorite yaoi couple to draw? 
VB: I have one or two for every anime series that I've watched. My current favorite to DRAW, though, would be [Katekyo Hitman Reborn!’s] 
S80* violence. 
 
NM Exposed: So I ask people to draw a self-portrait on Paint. And you’re no exception.  
VB:  

 

batman555 has been a member of the forum since January 2004. She enjoys smelling air fresheners and annoying people with yaoi. One of her 
lifetime goals is to have a prominent building named after her. 

To see ViolinistBAKA’s art gallery, go here: http://xviolinistbaka.deviantart.com/ 
 

* Note: In the Katekyo Hitman Reborn! 
fandom, characters and pairings are 
usually identified by letters and numbers 
corresponding to their names. It’s a good 
series. A pretty series with hot mafia guys. 
Read it. 
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Konoha Mura Interview 
Satandra

By MartzuKM: Who is Satandra? Is Satandra anything like her characters? 
What are her phobias? A bunch of questions were asked to find out 
the answers. 
 
KM: First, would you tell little bit about yourself. Who, what, and 
where? 
Satandra: Well, that’s a tough one to start with. I’m inclined to give witty, 
sharp answers to entertain these readers in a smart way, but I probably 
won’t manage. I’ll just sum it up. I'll probably spit out so many useless 
facts during the following questions, you'd be wishing I told it all in this 
one. 
 
19 year old Dutch female from the Netherlands. Member of NM since 
2004. 
 
KM: If you could take a course in any subject, what would it be and 
why? 
Satandra: I would love to learn Portuguese fluently. My father was born in 
Portugal, and we visit the family there every year, which means we endure 
an annual fit against the old man on how he never taught my twin sister 
and me Portuguese when we grew up in Amsterdam. 
 
I’m looking forward to the moment I can finally stick up for him in their 
own language. 
 
KM: What was your favorite book to read as a child and now? 
Satandra: I’ve always been a book freak, and I’ve read countless of them, 
especially when I wasn’t at university yet. It’s hard to point out favorites, 
but the good old Harry Potter and Lord of the Rings series always kept me 
busy for a fairly long time. 
 
KM: What are your phobias? 
Satandra: I am a very stressful, frightened person and fear many things. 
From spiders to balloons popping, from having to sleep alone at night after 
watching movies about ghosts to having to call people I don’t know. 
 
This is a very bad question for a wussy. I must stop typing now. 
 
KM: Describe yourself as a lonely hearts advert... 
Satandra: I’m not lonely, I think. I’ve got a loving family, friends and – 
ohGodsomeonepleasedateme. 
 
KM: If you could hire someone to do a job for you, what would that 
be? 
Satandra: A real job or one I could make up? Well, the fact I could 
actually be hiring someone to do stuff for me is already non-existent so I’ll 
make something up. Oh my God wait - I would TOTALLY love it if I had 
someone to do my hair every morning. 
 
My current hairdo takes a lot of time to get it right, since some parts are 
spiky and some aren’t, and I have to straighten it out even though my hair 
naturally curls. I guess it’s punishment for talking about haircuts in forum 
interviews. 
 

KM: Is music big part of your life? 
Satandra: It very much is, clever comments on previous questions 
aside. I visit concerts of my favorite bands frequently, and there were 
a few years in which a headset never left my head. That has lessened 
a little by now, but traveling to my school takes some time, and I still 
enjoy being accompanied by my beloved tunes for those hours. 
 
I like a whole lot of genres, with the exception of hiphop and R&B. 
My favorites would be metal (folk, pagan, power, death, Latin, 
alternative, SID, cello/symphonic), indie rock, electronic (drum 'n 
bass, jungle- and breakbeat, hardstyle, acid) and movie/game scores 
(preferably instrumental). 
 
For some reason I can't stand female vocals (except on maybe Arch 
Enemy, Surferosa and some Japanese pop tracks) and I also 
sometimes wish I had my own theme song. 
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Over the past three years I’ve made over a hundred characters with at 
least fifteen highly active ones. I got to know more about writing, 
formulating, and interactivity in posts, and I believe this shows in the 
characters’ developments. With everything I learned, I was able to 
give them more interesting stories. 
 
KM: What is your most amusing Konoha Mura experience? 
Satandra: There honestly are too many to name. From awkward 
moments between characters to inside jokes, from odd battles to 
relationships from hell…I’m starting to think I’ve done it all, haha. 
 
KM: What is your most amusing Konoha Mura experience? 
Satandra: There honestly are too many to name. From awkward 
moments between characters to inside jokes, from odd battles to 
relationships from hell.. I’m starting to think I’ve done it all  
 
KM: In which ways, if any, are you similar to your characters? 
Satandra: I believe the only two main characters who do not have 
anything in common with me are my two latest ones. I’ve been 
creating characters similar to myself ever since the start, or at least 
especially at the start, to make writing easier. These could be hints of 
personality, likes, dislikes or sometimes similarities in appearance as 
well. 
 
For example, I had one character who always wore earphones, or a 
bookworm who enjoys studying, or a small girl (I’m not too tall) 
who’s often nervous and easily scared. 
 
However, once I really got into the role-playing, I could start on 
making characters more of their own, simply because it is a more 
interesting form of design to me. It probably makes them feel like my 
babies even more! 

KM: You are a very talented artist. And also studying art, in a 
way, if I have understood correctly? 
Satandra: I wouldn’t call myself very talented, more…aiming to be 
at least a hint of that. I indeed managed to get into art school two 
years ago; my current study is called Game Design and 
Development. I’d love to end up visually designing games. 
 
I’m not sure if I’m worthy to be called a true artist yet; I just know 
I’m fond of drawing and designing. Being able to make my job out 
of this, would be a dream coming true. 
 
KM: I am sure guys would like to know your opinion on this 
one, facial hair - good or bad? 
Satandra: Good until a certain degree! Full beards aren’t really 
attractive to me, but I love stubbles or chin beards (goatees? I don’t 
know the precise English definition). I also go mad for sideburns, I 
have no idea why. Guys with longer hair are often just win in my 
eyes. 
 
KM: Konoha Mura, you have been part of it quite some time. 
How did it all start for you and how do you see its development 
during years? 
Satandra: Around 2004, I stopped leeching Naruto episodes from 
the Narutomania website and started looking around on the forums. 
I bumped into the art section and posted some of my drawings. 
Through them, I got in contact with a member named Labb. We 
became online buddies and one day, he approached me through 
MSN when Konoha Mura needed a female villain. 
 
I’d never heard from forum role-playing before but I decided to 
give it a go. I partnered up with Labb and we created an evil duo so 
vile, I believe some people actually disliked me for posting cruel 
stories. 
Soon, I started to get to know everyone better, though, and I ended 
up making more and more characters. Since these were teamed up 
with GeninNaruto’s, another active role-player, they grew more and 
more. 
 
 

KM Interview

Martzu moderates over the Creat ive Writ ing & Literature section and Fanclub section. She has developed a serious liking to yaoi, obsession to 
the Legend of Zelda and now and then tries to draw too. She has a hedgehog as a pet. 

Donate to the Cause. 

To go to Konoho Mura click here. 

http://www.narutomania.com/forums/konoha-mura/
http://www.narutomania.com/forums/payments.php
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Eyeshield 21 was released in April 2005 in Japan and was 
released worldwide in March 2008. The series has 145 
episodes and two OVAs. The Eyeshield 21 manga has 30 
volumes (300 chapters) and is still being released. The 
series is being distributed by Viz Comics.  
 
The series starts with Sena Kobayakawa, who is a shy 
nerdy boy. He is picked on and finds himself the butt too 
many jokes. Because of this, his only real physical trait is 
that he is an extraordinarily gifted runner who ran from 
most of the problems of his life. Having such running talent 
caught the eye of the American football club. Sena was 
forced to join by being blackmailed by the captain to 
publicly assume the role of team secretary. But he decided 
himself to enter the field wearing a helmet equipped with a 
green-tinted eyeshield in order to hide his true identity, 
thus gaining the name "Eyeshield 21" because of his 
running talent and jersey number. 
 
The story has many twists and turn as the series continues. 
The artwork is done to perfection and everything is 
explained for those who aren’t up to date on their American
football terminology. It holds a unique and insightful view 
into a football player’s life. This series is quite fine for 
anyone into sports animes.  
 
This series is worth a look and you might even catch 
yourself rooting for Sena. It gets a solid 4 out of 5. 

Clannad is an anime series released in October 2007. The 
series was produced by Kyoto Animation and all twenty-
four episodes of the original series were released in the 
United States last year. The series closely follows its 
manga counterpart. The anime series also has two more 
seasons with a series of OVAs.  
 
The whole story revolves around Tomoya, a young high 
school student who dislikes his life. With his mother dead 
and his alcoholic father nothing but a stranger to him, 
Tomoya continues to become distant to those who are 
around him. Withdrawing from sports and other school 
activities, he pulls away from the world that surrounds 
him. Through a chance meeting that changes his life, he 
runs into a strange girl by the name of Nagisa. 
 
After meeting Nagisa, his whole life changes around him. 
He is pulled into a life that is stranger than his own, and he 
makes strange new friends. The whole series is a 
continuation of twists and turns as you try to figure out 
about the current story. It is like the main character 
himself that is just muddling along as well.  
 
The animation is done very well, and the soundtrack is 
worth hearing out. The sounds are crisp, and you can tell 
that time was placed into making this series great.  
 
The anime, as a whole, is wonderful and worth a watch. It 
gets a solid 4 out of 5. 
 "I wont know till i try..." ~Sena, Eyeshield 21

Anime and Manga Reviews

By ShadowNIN
 Clanned

ShadowNIN is a typical run-of-the-mill-role playing junkie. He owns more anime that most forums combined. The things he enjoys are 
drawing, painting, picture editing and having a coldy. 

Eyeshield 21

Donate to the Cause. 

http://www.narutomania.com/forums/payments.php
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For many people, Resident Evil 5 represents their first foray into the world of the T-Virus, flesh-eating zombies, deep-rooted conspiracies, 
narrow escapes, and plot twists at every turn. The game kicks off shortly after the events of Resident Evil 4. Chris Redfield (one of the 

survivors of the original Resident Evil) has joined the Bioterrorism Security Assessment Alliance (BSAA for short) and is investigating the 
outbreak of a virus in the fictional country of Kijuju. Believing that this outbreak may be linked to a strain of the T-Virus, Chris teams up 

with a member of the West African branch of the BSAA, a tough female agent named Sheva Alomar, to investigate its source. Once again, 
we descend into a world of mass viral infection. If this is your first trip, I’ll suggest you hold on – it’s about to get scary. 

Game Review

Resident Evil 5 -
A Look Beyond the Terror

By Arukas

Arukas moderates the Naruto Anime and Manga Section. He enjoys seasonal sports, such as snowboarding and boating. He loves the idea of 
traveling to foreign countries and will one day see the many places and cultures that he is fascinated with. He plans to visit Japan, and New 
Zealand by the end of this year. 

Graphics 
For Resident Evil 5, Capcom decided to go a completely unexpected 
direction and utilized their own Framework MT graphics engine – the 
same engine behind fellow zombie title, Dead Rising. Before you 
make any comparisons between the two graphically, you need to 
know that Resident Evil 5 stands head and shoulders above anything 
achieved with Dead Rising. The game runs at 720p and sports 2x 
Quincunx supersampling anti-aliasing to smooth things out. This 
results in edge smoothing that rivals almost any title we’ve seen to 
date.  

All of this visual candy comes at a price – Resident Evil 5 doesn’t 
stay locked at 30 frames per second. Occasionally, the framerate dips 
down to 25 or thereabouts during heavy action sequences. The good 
news is that it never drops below this number - this means that the 
game may have the occasional frame stutter but never dips into the 
unplayable range.  

Hopefully, by now, you’ve seen the video or downloaded the demo 
for Resident Evil 5, so you know exactly what it looks like. Simply 
put, the character models are second to none, which is surprising 
given that the game is multiplatform. The game is able to freely 
transitions from in-game cut scenes to gameplay without a drop in 
quality, which is simply amazing all in itself. 

Sound/Music 
The Resident Evil series has had some of the worst voice acting ever 
presented on any platform. Thankfully, the voice acting in Resident Evil 
5 is passable, even good at points. Voice actor Roger Craig Smith 
returns in his role as Chris Redfield, and newcomer Karen Dyer does a 
great job as Sheva Alomar. I’ll skip the rest of the cast so as not to ruin 
the storyline, but suffice it to say that you’ll meet up with some 
characters from your past voiced by such talent as D.C. Douglas, 
Douglas Rye, and Liam O’Brien. Couple that with the orchestral score 
of Kota Suzuki (Famed from the Onimusha and Devil May Cry series) 
and you have an audio experience you can be proud of. While some of 
the voice work is still so wooden that I had to check for termites, it’s no 
worse than the usual videogame fare you usually hear. The soundtrack 
gets the nod; the voice work gets a shrug. 
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Controls 
The Resident Evil controls are diametrically opposed to the usual 
shooter conventions of most third-person action games. For instance, 
you cannot move and reload or move and shoot. For those who are used 
to the Resident Evil control scheme, there are a few upgrades you’ll 
appreciate. 

As is the norm since the days of Shenmue, Resident Evil 5 features 
quicktime events - As Yahtzee from Zero Punctuation would say, 
“Press X to not die.” Since the game shifts seamlessly from cut scene to 
action, be prepared to perform quicktime events at any point, including 
the aforementioned cinematics! There are even a few puzzle elements 
in the game that will require a bit of quicktime work, but it isn’t a 
heavy focus of the game. Failing usually means death, but the reload 
time is quick. I just wish I could walk, chew gum, and load a clip at the 
same time… 

 

Gameplay 
The game is divided into chapters, with each chapter culminating in 
some sort of boss battle. There are sub-bosses that are often just as 
tough as their main boss counterparts as well. Most of the time, you’ll 
be able to take down the bosses without firing too many shots as the 
boss battles tend to revolve around puzzles.  

Kijuju zombies are nothing, if not, relentless. Like previous Resident 
Evil games, you’ll be pretty starved for ammunition most of the time. 
You’ll pick up money and weapons along the way, but precision is 
truly the key to this game. Headshots will take out most zombies, but 
some of them simply explode and turn into other things. It’s a never-
ending balancing act with melee and ammunition, so sometimes 
pouring lead into your enemies isn’t always the wisest way to proceed. 

Resident Evil 5 supports full co-op, allowing you to take control of 
Chris and Sheva in a split-screen or online mode. It is drop-in, drop-out 
co-op so you don’t have to exit the game to restart a multiplayer 
session. You can even toggle friendly fire on and off for a more 
challenging experience. During the single player game, you’ll get the 
chance to boost Sheva up to locations that are otherwise impossible to 
reach, but by playing co-op, you get to find out what’s on that roof 
firsthand. Having a human around for the vehicle sections makes them 
a lot easier as well. Just be careful who you pick to back you up – 
ammo is just as scarce as it is when you are playing solo.  

 
Replay Value 

If there is one thing that hurts Resident Evil 5, it’s a 9-hour run time. The game is broken into six chapters, each roughly an hour long, including 
cut scenes and sub-chapters. When you complete the game, you’ll unlock a new mode called Mercenary mode that allows you to face off against a 
zombie horde on eight different levels. You’ll fend them off waiting for an extraction team to help you escape. The team of players that generates 
the most points via successive cooperative kills gets the most points. These are submitted to the Leaderboards, giving you the bragging rights that 
come with it. 

 

Concluding Thoughts 
Obviously, the cooperative gameplay combined with the incredible graphics are the true draw of Resident Evil 5. There is very little to complain 
about other than the usual Resident Evil control conventions. The game isn’t very long, but the environments and storyline are compelling enough 
to keep you coming back for more. If you can handle another round of not being able to move and fire/reload, there is a greatly compelling game 
in Resident Evil 5.  

 

Game Review
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Mastodon first lit the world on fire with Remission. They followed up by chasing a 
white whale in the epic Leviathan. Then they fought ogres during the rise of Blood 
Mountain. Every album they have previously released has been ambitious. But with 
the release the Crack the Skye, ambitious was an understatement. Crack the Skye is 
ambitiously epic. It takes you on a trip through wormholes and back to tsarist Russia. 
 
"[Crack The Skye] is a departure from everything we've previously recorded in the 
sense that we kinda strapped on our aeroshells and departed from Earth for a while," 
says Vocalist/bassist Troy Sanders,  "and then captained to the ethereal element of 
the universe and kind of slept on the roof of the world for a while to get a perspective 
on this record...Basically we're exploring the ethereal world. We're dissecting the 
dark matter that dominates the universe, in a nutshell.” 
 
Crack the Skye has 7 tracks, and it clocks in at roughly 50 minutes. Each track is epic 
and can stand on its own legs. The sound of the album is expansive in both sound and
emotion. This will more than likely be the best metal album of 2009. But this is more 
than just an album to be heard a few times never to be listened for a few years. Like 
Master of Puppets, Reign in Blood, and Dark Side of the Moon; this album will be 
just as relevant in 20 years as those I named. This album gets better the more it is 
listened to. Crack the Skye is a blur of themes. It's the group's "aether" record, 
following the fire–water–earth sequence of its first three. 
 

I FLEW BEYOND THE BEFORE IT WAS TIME/ 
BURNING ALL THE GOLD THAT HELD ME INSIDE MY SHELL.  

~Mastodon, Oblivion 

Music Review

Crack the Sky 
Exploring Wormholes and Mother Russia

Clay has been a member of the forums since March 2007. He is a journalist in Columbus, GA. He dedicates himself to the finest quality 
entertainment. The Force is strong with him. 

Fans may miss the savage temperament of debut album Remission, but that 
Mastodon is long gone; today’s band prefers to play around with the formula 
they cracked the first time of asking, rather than repeat its former glories. And 
play with the formula, they certainly do on the four-part prog-metal epic ‘The 
Czar,’ a ten-minute beast that bucks so wildly you’ll see stars one second and 
taste dirt the next. Vocalist Troy Sanders claims that this album would explore 
the ethereal world beyond the everyday that isn’t entirely backed up by what’s 
on show, but there’s no doubt that there are times during ‘The Czar’ when 
you’re certain its makers were somewhere else entirely during the creative 
process – not in body then surely in mind. How a band gets from raw-knuckle 
metal to here is… mystifying, basically. 
 
The growth of Mastodon closely follows the growth of Metallica, their 4th 
albums both being incredibly epic and progressive. Mastodon is the future of 
metal and the future is now. Their art/tech/sludge/prog metal is the cutting edge 
and is also art at the same time. Metal might have its detractors, but when it’s 
presented like Crack the Skye, it’s the most perfect form of musical enjoyment 
in the world. 
 
All in all, this may very well be the best album I have ever heard. When you add
Stephen Hawking, space, and Russia, it better be epic and Mastodon delivers. 5 
out of 5 
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End Page

 Thank you for reading  Issue #19!     
Join us next month in Issue #20!   

DarkDays moderates the Arts and Graphics Section. He 
enjoys the arts, in both traditional and more favorably in 

the digital medium. Having lived in Japan, he can 
appreciate the Japanese culture and language at a more 

personal level. 

About the Cover Artist

“Unless one says goodbye to what one loves, and unless one travels to 
completely new territories, one can expect merely a long wearing 
away of oneself and an eventual extinction.” ~Jean Dubuffet  
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